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Notes for understanding how to use this list:

1) Students are expected to understand core theories on political institutions, behaviors, etc. from political science and apply them to environmental issues, etc. This is the case even though core political science readings are not explicitly provided on this list

2) Students will have some choice in which topics they answer questions on during the exam; however, there may not be questions on all topic sections

3) This is a living list so students are encouraged to read other readings--on political theory broadly and environmental applications specifically-- and bring those into discussions for their exams.

4) Readings denoted with an asterisk (*) deserve particularly close reading

1. Environment, Collective Action, and Social Movements

Collective action


Social movements


2. Environment and Institutions


### 3. Environmental Ideology, Opinion and Behavior


4. Environmental Justice


5. Environmental Politics in Advanced Industrial Democracies/Environmental Public Policy


Michele Battig and Thomas Bernauer. “National institutions and global public goods: Are democracies more cooperative in climate change policy?” International Organization. 63(2): 281-308.


6. Environmental Politics in Emerging Economies and Authoritarian Systems

Environmental policy in emerging economies

JoAnn Carmin and Stacy D. VanDeveer, eds. *EU Enlargement and the Environment: Institutional Change and Environmental Policy in Central and Eastern Europe.* (Routledge, 2005).


Environmental policy in authoritarian systems


Environmental scarcity and violence


7. International Relations of the Environment

**Global environmental negotiations**


**Regime effectiveness**


International Institutions


8. Global Environmental Governance


9. Political Economy of the Environment


Business power and the environment


Foreign Aid


10. Science, Technology and Society


http://doi.org/10.1111/1467-9566.ep11347081


11. Energy policy and politics


